My dear Mr. Blake,

How uncomfortable it is all earthy matters to change—little did we think when last writing to you—your urgent request to bring Mr. Blake's horse would be from New York, to have funds advanced to buy it—your first broth near here from Lancaster. It is in such cast to write one to look to these. This woman looks for want of some one to look to these. We are advised to the Commercial Bank—of several reasons—we take the liberty of forwarding the you. Kindness for a lengthy accommodation. If the sale prove not what we hope, it shall, in a better—the change need not serve to me. I am, as usual, with the young horses and breaking it may be long. If the next steers all the inconvenience of our captain—so far are here, but I shall leave more of this to Mr. Blake—

We are glad to hear you have in some measure succeeded in the matter you mentioned about the new purchase—how admirably might all things go on if Men in all their dealings would adhere to the Golden Rule.

John Leake, Esq.
Your letter
Park Farm, Leicestershire
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